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Three-dimensional attosecond resonant
stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy of
electronic excitations in core-ionized glycine

Yu Zhang, Jason D. Biggs, Weijie Hua, Konstantin E. Dorfman and Shaul Mukamel*

We investigate computationally the valence electronic excitations of the amino acid glycine prepared by a

sudden nitrogen core ionization induced by an attosecond X-ray pump pulse. The created superposition

of cationic excited states is probed by two-dimensional transient X-ray absorption and by three dimensional

attosecond stimulated X-ray Raman signals. The latter, generated by applying a second broadband X-ray

pulse combined with a narrowband pulse tuned to the carbon K-edge, reveal the complex coupling

between valence and core-excited manifolds of the cation.

I. Introduction

Strong-field molecular ionization may impulsively trigger rich
electronic and nuclear dynamics, geometry relaxation, molecular
dissociation,1 charge migration2–6 and radiation emission,7

occurring on different time scales. Ionization is also the first
step in the high-harmonic generation of XUV and soft X-ray
attosecond pulses,8–11 and has been used as a tool for imaging
molecular orbitals,12–15 since the angular distribution of the
ionization yield reflects the shape of the original molecular
orbital.16 A broadband superposition of valence excited states of
the cation is prepared and monitored.17 Attosecond techniques
have been used to study multielectron ionization and nonadiabatic
dynamics.18,19 Photoionization has drawn considerable experi-
mental and theoretical attention. X-ray ionization and fragmenta-
tion can be used for probing transient molecular structures in the
course of photochemical reactions.20 The photoionization of water,
proteins and DNA is essential in the studies of photodamage of
biomolecules.21,22

In this paper we study the molecule glycine impulsively
ionized at the N K-edge and probed at the C K-edge by X-ray
pulses. Glycine is the simplest one of the 21 amino acids found
in eukaryotes. It can serve as a starting point for studying the
photodamage of protein by X-ray.23,24 Here to illustrate the
principle we only simulate the N pump C probe signals, while
the other type of pump and probe signals (e.g., the O pump
C probe signal) can be calculated in the same way. To ensure
that the core hole created by this interaction is localized to a
particular type of atom, the pulse is tuned just above the
absorption edge of that atom. Valence electron ionization

typically prepares a small number of cationic states populated
by the ionizing pulse.7 A larger number of cationic states are
prepared by a sudden core ionization, which is faster than the
electron correlation time. A typical response time for spectator
electrons to a sudden removal of an electron is about 50 as.4,25

To be impulsive, the sudden-ionizing pulse should therefore be
shorter than this time. We should note that it is much easier to
suddenly remove a core electron without disturbing other
electrons than valence electrons, since typically a core electron
is energetically well separated and more spatially localized than
valence electrons.

An electron ejected from the core orbital leaves the molecule
in a nonstationary superposition state which can be monitored
by linear transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy (TXAS) or by
nonlinear attosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (ASRS).
Core excitations are selective because core transitions for
different types of atoms are spectrally well removed from each
other.26 Only those valence excitations with transition density
in the region near the selected atom will be active in a resonant
X-ray Raman process.27–29 In recent simulations we had demon-
strated that stimulated X-ray Raman can be used to monitor
excitation energy transfer in metalloporphyrin heterodimers30

and long-range biological electron transfer in azurin,31 with
higher spatial and temporal resolution than possible by con-
ventional optical or infrared techniques.

Nonlinear X-ray experiments have been made possible by the
development of intense X-ray resources.32,33 One-dimensional
stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy (1D-SXRS) is the simplest
time-domain X-ray Raman technique.34 Here, an X-ray pump
pulse is used to create a superposition of valence-excited states
through a stimulated Raman process. After a variable time delay,
a second X-ray pulse is used to probe the wavepacket created by
the pump pulse, by recording the change in the probe’s total
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integrated transmitted intensity as a function of the interpulse
delay. Fourier transform with respect to the delay time then
reveals Raman peaks. Multidimensional extensions for this
technique have been proposed.35,36

SXRS requires collection of the signal in the time domain
and subsequent Fourier transformation to find the resonances.
It is necessary to vary the interpulse delay by hundreds of
femtoseconds in order to achieve adequate frequency resolu-
tion,31 e.g. for a frequency resolution of Do = 0.05 eV a sampling
time of 82 fs is required. Much success has been had moni-
toring nuclear vibrational dynamics using femtosecond stimu-
lated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS).37,38 This technique uses a
combination of narrow and broadband pulses to collect
the Raman signal in a single shot, avoiding the need for a
numerical Fourier transform. It should be emphasized that
even though the time delay between the ionizing pulse and the
broadband Raman probe is well defined, the resulting signal
may not be viewed as an instantaneous snapshot of the Raman
spectrum, and it must be averaged over the dephasing time of
the final state.39,40 Our proposed technique, ASRS, extends
FSRS to the X-ray regime. For atom-selective excitation we
further use resonant rather than off-resonant pulses. In an
ASRS experiment, two X-ray pulses, the narrowband pump and
broadband probe, which overlap in time but not frequency,
arrive with a fixed delay after ionization. In an earlier study we
applied this technique to photoinduced long-range electron
transfer.31 Here we study sudden ionization. The details of
ASRS will be given in Section IV.

In Section II we give a brief description of our theoretical
model and computational details. TXAS is presented in Section III
and ASRS signals are presented and analyzed in Section IV. Finally
conclusions and possible future directions are discussed in
Section V.

II. Theoretical and computational
methods

Within the sudden ionization approximation,41 other electrons
have no time to react to the impulsively created hole, so that
the prepared nonstationary cationic state can be described
by simply removing one electron from a single molecular
orbital while the other electrons remain in their original self-
consistent molecular orbitals of the ground state.2,7,42 The
nonstationary state can be expanded in eigenstates of the
cation as

Cnsj i ¼
X
a

Cajai: (1)

Here, Ca = ha|Cnsi.
Our targeted molecule glycine serves as a model for studying

amino acid ionization. One N 1s core electron is removed and
after some time delay the ionized molecule is probed at the
C K-edge. The ground-state geometry was optimized using the
quantum chemistry package Gaussian0943 at the B3LYP44,45/
6-311G** level. The nonstationary cationic state was obtained

by removing a single N 1s electron from the self-consistent
Kohn–Sham configuration of the neutral molecule. The lowest
N1s-ionized eigenstate |a0i was obtained by a self-consistent
Kohn–Sham calculation which keeps the N 1s hole, and higher
eigenstates were approximately generated by permuting the
occupied and virtual orbitals of |a0i.34 Core excitations were
calculated using restricted excitation window time-dependent
density functional theory(REW-TDDFT).46–50 The cc-pVTZ51

basis set was used for C and N, and the basis set 6-311G**
was used for other elements. REW-TDDFT and transition dipole
calculations were performed with a locally modified version of
NWChem code52 with the B3LYP functional and the Tamm–
Dancoff approximation.53 The transition dipole calculation
protocol was given in ref. 50 and 54.

III. Transient absorption of a resonant
X-ray probe

Interaction with the nitrogen core-ionizing pulse k1 at time
t = 0 leaves the molecule in the superposition state eqn (1).
Truncating the coefficients at |Ca| 4 0.04 leaves us with
27 cationic states. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the expan-
sion coefficients in eqn (1).

We first consider the transient absorption of an X-ray pulse
resonant with the carbon K-edge. At time t = t, an attosecond
probe pulse arrives and its frequency-dispersed spectrum is
recorded. The signal is defined as the change in the probe
absorption caused by the pump pulse, and recorded as a function
of the delay time t and the spectrometer frequency o.

The transient absorption (TA) signal can be read off the loop
diagram shown in Fig. 2 in the frequency domain using the
rotating wave approximation and treating pulse e1 explicitly as

STAðt;oÞ ¼ � J
X
aab;x

ð
do1

2p
do1

0

2p
do2

2p
e2�ðoÞe2 o2ð Þe1� o1ð Þe1 o1

0
� �

� e�i o�o2ð Þt2pd o� o2 þ o1 � o1
0

� �

� VgbVbxVxa
�Vag

�Gyb o1ð ÞGx o1
0 þ o2

� �
Ga o1

0
� �

:

(2)

Here a and b are valence states (including the cationic
ground state), x is a core-excited state, Vij is the transition
dipole moment between states i and j, ej(o) is the spectral

Fig. 1 Modulus of the expansion coefficients versus excitation energy for
the impulsively ionized Glycine molecule. The ground-state contribution is
ommitted.
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envelope of the jth pulse, and G(o) = 1/h� [o � H/h� + ie] is the
frequency domain retarded Green’s function. We have removed
the a = b term, which provides a DC (t-independent) background.
We take e1(t) = e1d(t) (sudden approximation), allowing us to carry
out the integrals in eqn (2) to obtain

STAðt;oÞ ¼ �J
1

�h3
VbxVxa

�yðtÞe2
�ðoÞe2 oþ obað ÞrabðtÞ

o� oxb þ igxb
; (3)

where oab = oa � ob, gab = ga + gb, and

rab(t) = |e1|2Cb*Cae�ioabt�gabt, (4)

is the initially prepared ionic state as described in Section II.
These calculations neglect nuclear motion. The initial ionic

state in this experiment has a nitrogen core hole, and therefore
has a very short lifetime due to Auger decay (7.3 fs corre-
sponding to the linewidth in eqn (3)).26 This implies that the
entire signal is collected on a very fast timescale in comparison
to nuclear motion, and the assumption is justified.

In Fig. 3 we show the carbon K-edge TXAS signal following
ionization of the nitrogen 1s core electron, with the a = b term
from eqn (3) included (top panel) and removed (bottom panel)
We assume a 50 as pulse centered at 270 eV, whose power
spectrum is also shown. We take the lifetime broadening of the
ionic state with a nitrogen core-hole to be ga = 0.09 eV and
estimate that of the double-core hole state to be gx = 0.2 eV. The
total signal, top panel, is dominated by the absorption from

the ground state population. Removal of this background
reveals the coherence-dependent signal, in the bottom panel,
which shows both absorption from the ground cationic state,
with energies 4277 eV, and from valence-excited states, between
255 eV and 270 eV.

The signal is collected versus the interpulse delay t. The left
panel of Fig. 4 shows STA(t,o) for interpulse delays up to 1 fs, with
the DC background removed. The signal shows strong oscilla-
tions with period between 200 as and 250 as. Fourier transforma-
tion with respect to the delay time reveals the correlation between
the initial coherence rab and the core-excited state. Taking the
Fourier transform of eqn (3) with respect to t results in

STAðO;oÞ ¼
ð1
�1

dtSTAðt;oÞeiOT

¼ 1

2�h3
Vbx

�Vxae2ðoÞe2� oþ obað ÞCaCb
�

o� oxb � igxb½ � Oþ oab þ igab½ �

�

� VbxVxa
�e2�ðoÞe2 oþ obað ÞCa

�Cb

o� oxb þ igxb½ � O� oab þ igab½ �

�
:

(5)

Experimentally, the signal must be collected for a finite sampling
time and transformed numerically, which will introduce a width
to the peaks. However, lifetime broadening dominates the finite
time sampling effects, see Appendix A for more details.

Each term in eqn (5) is a product of two factors. The first
reveals valence frequencies oab and the density matrix Ca*Cb

prepared by the ionization process. This is our relevant spectro-
scopic information. The second factor is an observation window
that depends on the carbon core transition oxb.

The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the modulus Fourier
transform signal |STA(O,o)|, eqn (5). The dispersed frequency
o gives the energy difference oxb between the double core-hole
state x and the cationic valence state b, while the Fourier
transform frequency O gives the energy difference oab between
valence states of the cation with a single core hole. We focus on
the portion where O 4 16 eV, corresponding to the case where
either state a or b are in the cation ground state, and the
other is a valence excitation. The o peaks are centered around
o = 260 eV (absorption by the valence excited state) and
o = 280 eV (absorption by the ground state).

Fig. 3 The carbon K-edge TXAS signal STA(t,o) from glycine following
N K-edge ionization, with the interpulse delay set to zero, given by eqn (3),
with the a = b DC term included top panel but omitted from the bottom
panel. The shaded region in the upper panel shows the power spectrum of
the probe pulse |e2(o)|2.

Fig. 4 Left: time-domain TXAS signal STA(t,o), given by eqn (3). Right:
modulus of the frequency-domain TXAS spectrum |STA(O,o)|, given by eqn (5).
2D signals are plotted using a nonlinear scale, shown in the colorbars, which
interpolates between linear for small features and logarithmic for larger peaks.
See ref. 55 for details regarding the plotting scale.

Fig. 2 Loop diagram for the time-resolved X-ray absorption experiment.
k1 is the actinic pulse. k2 is the probe pulse and ks is the signal. g is the
ground-state of the neutral molecule, a and b are valence-states of the
cation with a nitrogen 1s core hole, and x is a two-core-hole state.
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IV. Attosecond stimulated X-ray raman
spectroscopy
A. The signal

ASRS uses two probe pulses; k2 is narrowband (tens of femto-
seconds) and on resonance with a core transition, and k3 is
broadband (tens to hundreds of attoseconds), and redshifted
from the first as shown in Fig. 5. The frequency-dispersed
transmission of the broadband pulse is a 3D signal given by
the two diagrams in Fig. 5

SASRS = Si + Sii (6)

where Si and Sii are read off the loop diagrams as

Si o� o2; t;o2ð Þ

¼ J

ð
do1

2p
do1

0

2p
do3

2p
es�ðoÞe3 o3ð Þ e2j j2e1� o1ð Þe1 o1

0
� �

� ei o1�o1
0� �

t
X
abcxy

VgbVbxVxc
�VcyVya

�Vag
�

� 2pd o� o3 þ o1 � o1
0

� �
G
y
b o1ð ÞGyx o1 þ o2ð Þ

� Gyc o1 þ o2 � o3ð ÞGy o2 þ o1
0

� �
Ga o1

0
� �

;

(7)

and

Sii o� o2; t;o2ð Þ

¼ J

ð
do1

2p
do1

0

2p
do3

2p
es�ðoÞe3 o3ð Þ e2j j2e1� o1ð Þe1 o1

0
� �

� ei o1�o1
0� �

t
X
abcxy

VgbVbxVxc
�VcyVya

�Vag
�

� 2pd o� o3 þ o1 � o1
0

� �
G
y
b o1ð ÞGx o1

0 þ o3

� �

� Gc o1
0 þ o3 � o2

� �
Gy o1

0 þ o3

� �
Ga o1

0
� �

:

(8)

Here we have assumed a monochromatic pump pulse
e2(t) = e2e�io2(t�t). A 30 fs Raman pump has a FWHM bandwidth
0.06 eV, which is narrower than the lifetime broadening of the
core hole state (0.1 eV),26 and the assumption is justified under
these conditions. Evaluating the integrals in eqn (7) and (8),
again assuming an impulsive ionizing pump, we obtain

Si and Sii represent different processes. Si, in which o2

excites and the broadband probe stimulates emission, repre-
sents the time-domain analogue of resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering (RIXS) technique. Sii involves the absorption of the

broadband pulse followed by emission into the narrowband
frequency. Traditionally, the FSRS experiment is performed
far off resonance, where Si and Sii will give Stokes and anti-
Stokes peaks, respectively. Note that since Si depends on
o � (o2 � oca) and Sii depends on o � (o2 + ocb), the Stokes
and anti-Stokes peaks will show up at the same Raman shift
with opposite sign, acting to cancel each other. In the absence
of the actinic pump, the system is in the ground state initially,
and Sii vanishes. More complicated lineshapes can arise
when the narrowband frequency is on resonance with a given
ground-state to core-excited state transition, or when the broad-
band probe covers the core excitation spectrum from valence-
excited states.

B. 1D ASRS results

In Fig. 6 we show the ASRS signal with SASRS(o � o2, t = 0 as,
o2 = 277 eV), taking the broadband pulse to have center
frequency o3 = 260 eV = o2 � 17 eV, and a FWHM bandwidth
of 11 eV. The signal is plotted versus the Raman shift o � o2,
to reveal the valence-excitation energies. Si shows a large elastic
(Rayleigh) peak with the Raman shift o � o2 = 0, and a cluster of
peaks with shifts between �24 eV and �16 eV which correspond
to Stokes transitions where the final state is of higher energy
than the initial, i.e. where oca 4 0.

Sii is more complex since the detected frequency o shows up
in all three of the terms in the denominator of eqn (10). This
means that a single term in the summation of eqn (10) may
contribute three different peaks, corresponding to o = oxb,
o = oyb, and o = o2 + ocb. The first two Green’s functions in
eqn (10) give peaks correspond to absorption from excited valence
states, and the peak positions must be interpreted in terms of the
actual monochromator frequency o, rather than the Raman shift
o � o2. These we refer to as absorption peaks. The third Green’s
function in eqn (10) gives a Raman-type peak, since it is the
shifted frequency that reveals a system resonance.

The Sii signal shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6 contains
a Rayleigh peak, with opposite sign to the peak in Si, and a
dispersive peak at a shift of o � o2 = 1 eV corresponding to
absorption of the Raman probe, i.e. to the term in the summation of
eqn (10) where the states a and b are the cationic ground state and
x and y are the lowest-energy two-core-hole state. Weaker peaks with
Raman shifts between �20 eV and �11 eV contain both anti-Stokes
transitions, where the final state is lower in energy and ocb o 0, and

absorption of the probe by higher valence excited states. Under these
conditions, the anti-Stokes transitions occur in the same part of the
spectrum as absorption from valence-excited states to the low-lying
two-core-hole states, and the processes may not be well separated.

Si o� o2; t;o2ð Þ ¼ �J
X

aab;cxy

1

�h5
VbxVxc

�VcyVya
�es�ðoÞe3 o� oabð Þ e2j j2rabðtÞ

o2 � oxb � iðgx � gbÞ½ � o2 � oya þ i gy � ga
� �� 	

o� o2 � ocað Þ þ igac½ �
; (9)

and

Sii o� o2; t;o2ð Þ ¼ J
X

aab;cxy

1

�h5
VbxVxc

�VcyVya
�es�ðoÞe3 o� oabð Þ e2j j2rabðtÞ

o� oxb þ igxb½ � o� oyb þ igyb
� 	

o� o2 þ ocbð Þ þ igcb½ �
: (10)
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C. 2D ASRS signals

Fig. 7 shows the t-dependent ASRS signal for interpulse delays
up to 5 fs. The peaks with a positive Raman shift, which arise

exclusively from Sii absorption-type resonances, show strong
features between o � o2 = 0–3 eV at early times, even at
zero interpulse delay. The Raman peaks, with o � o2 between
�17 eV and �22 eV, start weak and get stronger, with a
maximum around t = 122 as. Since the ASRS signal is taken

at the carbon K-edge, this could reveal the timescale for the
valence relaxation, due to the sudden appearance of the nitrogen
core-hole, to propagate to the carbon atoms.

In SASRS(o � o2,O,o2), given by

we can separate the contributions from coherences and popula-
tions, which show up at O = 0 eV and O 4 0 eV, respectively.
The O = 0 contribution, shown in Fig. 8A and B, is largely the
same as the t = 0 signal described above. Stokes Raman transi-
tions, originating from Si, from the ground state population

Fig. 6 The ASRS signal at the carbon K-edge SASRS(o� o2,t = 0,o2 = 277 eV),
eqn (6)–(10). Shown are Si, Sii, and their sum, as indicated.

Fig. 7 Time-dependent ASRS signal SASRS(o � o2,t,o2 = 277 eV).

Fig. 5 (a) Pulse sequence for the narrow pump/broad probe stimulated Raman experiment. (b) Level scheme. (c) The two contributing loop diagrams.
g is the ground-state of the neutral molecule, a, b and c are valence-states of the cation with a nitrogen 1s core hole, and x and y are two-core-hole states.

S o� o2;O;o2ð Þ ¼
ð1
�1

dtS o� o2; t;o2ð ÞeiOt ¼ 1

2�h5

X
abcxy

CaCb
�VcyV

y
yaVbxV

y
xc e2j j

2e�ðoÞe3 o� oabð Þ
O� oab þ igab

� �1
o2 � oxb � i gx � gbð Þ½ � o2 � oya þ i gy � ga

� �� 	
o� o2 � oac þ igac½ �

 

þ 1

o� oxb þ igxb½ � o� oyb þ igyb
� 	

o� o2 � ocb þ igcb½ �

!
þ

CaCb
�VcyV

y
yaVbxV

y
xc e2j j

2e�ðoÞe3 o� oabð Þ
� ��

Oþ oab þ iGab

� �1
o2 � oxb þ i gx � gbð Þ½ � o2 � oya � i gy � ga

� �� 	
o� o2 � oac � igac½ �

 

þ 1

o� oxb þ igxb½ � o� oyb þ igyb
� 	

o� o2 � ocb þ igcb½ �

!
(11)
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can be found in panel A, with Raman shifts above 17 eV. However,
there are also O = 0 peaks (still in panel A) with Raman shifts
between 10 eV and 15 eV, but there are no valence-excited states
with these energies. Therefore these peaks represent absorption
from high-lying valence-excited states into low-lying states in the
two-core-hole manifold originating from diagram Sii, rather than
Raman transitions. Panel B shows absorption by the ground
state population. Panels C and D show signals originating from
coherences, and have been multiplied by 70 prior to plotting.
Panel C gives absorption peaks, since the Raman shift is much
smaller than any valence excitation energy. Panel D is the most
interesting portion of the signal. It features Stokes and anti-
Stokes Raman transitions, from diagrams Si and Sii, respectively,
as well as absorption peaks from diagram Sii.

D. 3D ASRS signals

In Fig. 9 we plot the 3D signal SASRS(o � o2,O,o2), obtained by
varying the narrowband frequency o2 between 277 eV and 287 eV.
The broadband pulse center frequency is kept constant with
respect to the narrowband frequency, o3 = o2 � 17 eV. We plot
the Si and Sii contributions separately, and also the total signal.

We see a considerable change in the signal as o2 is tuned into
resonance with different two-core states. Si has its strongest
peak at (o � o2,O,o2) = (�19.98 eV,20.54 eV,279.8 eV). This is
due to the fact that both the ground state and the 10th valence-
excited state (whose energy is equal to 20.54 eV) both have a
core-excited state with transition frequency of 279.8 eV. Sii has its
strongest peak at (o� o2,O,o2) = (�19.42 eV,19.91. eV,279.7 eV),
which is mainly due to the fact that the 9th valence-excited state
(whose energy is equal to 19.91 eV) has a strong core-absorption
at 260.3 eV. The strong features in Si are due to Raman scattering
while those in Sii are due to absorption of the probe.

2D slices of the 3D data of Fig. 9 are shown in Fig. 10, for
constant values of o2, split up into contributions from Si and Sii. For
all values of o2 the Sii contribution is much larger than Si, unlike the
time domain t = 0 signal from eqn (5) which is dominated
by the O = 0 DC component. Si has a vertical peak pattern,

Fig. 8 Modulus Fourier transform ASRS signal, |SASRS(o� o2,O,o2 = 277 eV)|,
given by eqn (11), split into four different regions. Regions A and B show the
signal from initial populations, while regions C and D show the signal from
coherences.

Fig. 9 Three-dimensional plot for the modulus Fourier transform of the ASRS signal, |S(o � o2,O,o2)|. Also shown with the 3D contour plot are
2D projections, defined as the integral of the modulus signal over the plotted region.

Fig. 10 2D slices of the 3D signal |SASRS(O,o;o2)| plotted in Fig. 9 for
different values of the narrowband frequency o2, which is indicated in red
for each row.
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occurring at a constant Raman shift, and a diagonal pattern
in Sii. This is due to the (o + oca � o2 + igca)�1 term in eqn (9).
Differences in Si with changing o2 are due to the fact that
each core-excited states can be coupled to different valence
states. Sii contains both Raman and absorption features,
as described in Section B, coming from the (o � (o2 � ocb))�1

and (o� oyb + iGy)
�1(o� oxb + iGx)

�1 terms in eqn (10), respectively.
The absorption resonances depend only on o, and so give
diagonal features when plotted as a function of Raman shift.

E. ASRS signal vs. charge density changes

In Fig. 11 we show the electronic density difference, defined as the
time-dependent density of the cation minus the ground state
electronic density, for five different times which correspond with
the maxima and minima for the Raman peak at o� o2 =�17.2 eV.
The large number of states with nonnegligible amplitude in the
expansion of eqn (1), shown in Fig. 1, indicates a collective
motion. A negative difference-density in the region surrounding
the nitrogen atom represents the removed electron. Positive
electron density difference corresponds to relaxation of the
system in the presence of the hole. The fact that this relaxation
is already present to some extent at short time delays is
attributable to the truncation of the eigenstate basis used to

project the initial state. A truncated basis must be used since
the Raman signal, eqn (6)–(10), scales as the number of valence-
states cubed. The lower panels of Fig. 11 show considerable
changes in the electronic density in the region around the two
carbon atoms at t = 110.1 as and 317.2 as. For interpulse delays
of 216.8 as and 424.7 the density changes around the carbon
atoms is diminished. This matches the oscillation pattern seen
in the time-dependent Raman peaks in the right column of
Fig. 11, showing that time-dependent ASRS is a powerful
method for observing ultrafast electronic wavepacket motion
following ionization. Movie S1 shows the changing density
difference alongside the coherence ASRS signal for delays
up to 10 fs.

V. Conclusions

We have investigated the electronically excited states of the amino
acid glycine following sudden ionization of an inner-shell nitrogen
1s electron. The signal is obtained by Raman scattering of an
attosecond X-ray pulse tuned to the carbon K-edge. Transient
absorption can be used to observe the changes in the core
excitated states, while stimulated X-ray Raman reveals valence
electronic excitations. Correspondence between the time-dependent
ASRS signal and changes in the electronic density are seen for short
times following ionization. However, the ASRS signal depends upon
the multielectron dynamics, while the density is a single electron
property and not as sensitive to interference effects, so corre-
spondence at later times is not as obvious.

Resonant X-ray Raman spectroscopy signals show the evolution
of the valence excited state wavepacket created by the sudden
ionization. The three-dimensional ASRS technique can be used
to study more complicated electron dynamics.20

Appendix A: signals with finite time
sampling

The TXAS and ASRS signals are collected as a function of the
interpulse delay t and Fourier transformed to reveal the reso-
nances involved during that time period. Experimentally, this
transformation must be performed numerically using a finite
time period. Mathematically, this corresponds to multiplying

Fig. 11 Density difference for the state following ionization, defined as the
ground-state density minus the time-dependent density for the cationic
wavepacket, for different time delays alongside the corresponding dynamic
Raman signals (shown in Fig. 7). Red isosurfaces show negative differences,
and blue surfaces show positive difference.

Fig. 12 Eqn (A.5) for various values of T.
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the continuous signal by a window function prior to the
application of the Fourier transform

�SðO;TÞ ¼
ð1
�1

dtSðtÞWðt;TÞeiOt; (A.1)

By the convolution theorem, this can be written

�SðOÞ ¼
ð1
�1

do0SðOÞWðO� o0Þ: (A.2)

The simplest window to use is a rectangular function whose
Fourier transform is a Sinc function, which introduces signifi-
cant sidelobe artifacts to the signal. This can be alleviated by
using a Gaussian window function,56 defined by

WGðt;TÞ ¼ e
�1
2

t
T=4

� �2
: (A.3)

The signals described here are written as a sum of damped
oscillations, with complex amplitudes. As an example, we look
at the following signal, with a single term,

S(t) = y(t)Ae�io0t�gt. (A.4)

Plugging eqn (A.4) and (A.3) into eqn (A.1), we get

�SðO;TÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p=2

p T

4
w

T

4
ffiffiffi
2
p O� o0 þ igð Þ

� �
; (A.5)

where

wðzÞ ¼ e�z
2
erfcð�izÞ ¼ e�z

2
1þ 2iffiffiffi

p
p
ðz
0

dte�t
2

� �

is the Faddeeva function,57 which is related to the Voigt profile.58

In Fig. 12 we show the effects of a Gaussian windowing function
on a single peak.
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